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 CHAPTER 1 

DNA SEQUENCING BACKGROUND 

1.1 BIOINFORMATICS   

DNA sequencing represents one branch of Bioinformatics Science. Bioinformatics is 

the interface between biology and computational science. The field has stimulated co-

operative research and development techniques in the areas of data mining, statistics, 

imaging and pattern analysis, as well as visualization. By applying the mentioned techniques 

to biological information, search for the embedded information will be effective and simple. 

Signal Processing (SP) techniques (one of the computational science methods) have been 

applied widely in bioinformatics researches and will continue to play an important role in 

studying and resolving of biomedical problems [1].  

1.1.1 The Goals of Bioinformatics 

The main goals for research in bioinformatics can be summarized by the following:  

1) Organization of biological data in a systematic way that allows easy access to existing 

information and simplifies the storage of the submitted new entries. However, because the 

stored information are immature, tapping for these databases is required until it is analyzed 

and conclusions are drawn which is the next mission of bioinformatics. 

2) The second goal (the core of this thesis) is to develop tools and resources for data 

analysis, for instance, sequencing a particular gene and comparing it to the common one 

previously characterized in an attempt to find the causes of diseases such as cancer. This 

requires more than just a simple text based search. Evidently, the development of such 

programs requires expertise in computational theory along with a thorough understanding of 

biology. 

3) Finally interpreting the analyzed data and viewing the results in a biologically meaningful 

manner.  

DNA sequencing is the process of determining the exact order of the A, T, C, and G 

bases in a piece of DNA. In essence, DNA is used as a template to generate a set of 
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fragments that differ in length from each other by a single base. The fragments are then 

separated by size based on its movement through electric field in the gel, and the bases at the 

end are identified, recreating the original sequence of the DNA.  

Automating this process is highly desired to speed the translation of sequencing 

signals (electropherograms) to the corresponding sequence of bases with high quality and 

less errors, a process known as basecalling.  

1.2 INTRODUCTION TO DNA 

Every living organism contains genetic material within its cellular compartments, 

which is inherited from one generation to the next. The genetic material encoded in each cell 

is composed of a nucleic acid, namely DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) as shown in figure 1.1. 

The DNA molecule is organized into two segments, the coded area is called 'genes' and it is 

responsible for the production of amino acids that synthesis the proteins required for the 

functionality of the cells, and  the un-coded area. An organism has the same genes in all its 

cells but they can be in different stages at different time moments. Many complex human 

diseases, especially cancer, are correlated with abnormal functionality of the genetic material. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Figure 1.1: From genes to proteins [1] 
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The human genome consists of long DNA molecules which are neatly packed into 

chromosomes in the nucleus of each live cell. A DNA molecule is a double helix of two 

complementary polynucleotide strands. Each strand is built up by a sequence of the bases 

adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), and cytosine (C). The bases in the two strands are 

bonded together so that an Adenine in one strand can only bind to Thymine in the other, 

and a Cytosine can only bind to Guanine. Both strands hold the same sequence information 

and so they are called complementary [2].  

Within the sequence of a gene, short words are formed by consecutive triplets of the 

bases A, C, G, and T. Each three-letter word, called codon, holds codes for the production 

of one out of the 20 amino acids synthesized in the human body. The production of proteins 

is governed by the genetic code which maps each of the 64 possible codons into 20 amino 

acids, or into a punctuation mark showing the beginning and end of each gene. Figure 1.2 

below shows the base sequence of amino acids. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1.3 HOW GENES CAUSE CANCER 

Understanding how genes cause cancer requires a basic review of genetic concepts. 

Genes come in pairs, one member of the gene pair comes from the mother (egg), while the 

other is inherited from the father (sperm), both forming the germ cell. When an alteration or 

mutation in a gene is present in the germ cells, it is referred to as a "germline mutation" see 

figure 1.3, and it is inherited in all body cells [3].  

Figure 1.2: Gene coding [2] 
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Figure 1.4: Acquired bone cells [3] 

 

Figure 1.3: Germline mutation [3] 

On the other hand, mutations that 

we are not born with, but that occur by 

external factors, including interaction with 

the surrounding environment, or just by 

chance are said to be "acquired". Acquired 

mutations are not present in all cells of the 

body, are not inherited, and are not passed 

down to our children as shown in figure 1.4. 

Acquired mutations represent the highest 

percentage in causing cancer [3]. 

Tumors basically result from the 

growth of one cancerous cell that keeps 

dividing and gets out of control. In the 

human genome, there are many different 

types of genes that control cell growth in a 

very systematic manner. When these genes 

develop an error in their DNA code, they may 

not work properly, and are said to be "altered" or mutated 

see figure 1.5. An accumulation of many mutations in 

different genes occurring in a specific group of cells over 

time is required to cause malignancy [4]. 

1.3.1 Oncogenes 

Proto-oncogenes are responsible for controlling 

cell growth. When altered or mutated, they become 

oncogenes and instead can promote tumor growth.  

1.3.2 Tumor Suppressor Genes  

Tumor suppressor genes are responsible for controlling the processes of cell growth 

and death when working properly. Through these processes, they can also suppress tumor 

development. A mutated tumor suppressor gene can lead to tumor formation or growth. 

Figure 1.5: Gene mutation [4] 
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Figure 1.7: Difference between normal 
blood cells and sickle blood cells. A. 
Normal blood cells are freely moving 
through blood vessel, the cross-sectional 
area shows normal hemoglobin in the 
blood cells. B. Sickle blood cell blocking 
the blood vessel, the cross-sectional area 
shows abnormal hemoglobin [6] 

 

Mutations in tumor suppressor 

genes are usually acquired. This type 

of mutation may occur as the result of 

aging and/or environmental 

exposures.  

1.3.3 DNA Repair Genes 

During cell division, the DNA 

in a cell makes a copy or replica of 

itself. During this complex process, 

mistakes may occur. Mismatch-repair 

genes are DNA repair genes that correct these 

naturally occurring transcription errors in the 

DNA. When these genes are altered or 

mutated, however, mismatches in the 

replicated DNA remain. If these mutations 

occur in tumor suppressor genes or proto-

oncogenes, it can lead to uncontrolled cell 

growth and tumor formation [4]. 

As an example of mutation in genes 

which causes alteration in its functionality is 

gene HBB which creates the protein beta-

globins in hemoglobin of red blood cells. This 

gene is 1600 bases long. A single error in this 

sequence is responsible for sickle cell anemia as 

shown in figure 1.6. The normal blood cells are 

smooth with round shape that easies their 

movement in the blood vessels, but due to the 

abnormality of the hemoglobin in the sickle 

 
 
 

Figure 1.6: Mutation in HBB gene [5] 
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blood cells it will change their shapes into a crescent-shaped cells that will obstacle the 

movement of the blood cells that carry the oxygen to the body cells and may block the blood 

vessels as shown in figure 1.7 [6].  

Nobody knows what specifically cause cancer; however, mutations can be caused by 

some environmental factors that increase the chances to cause cancer known as carcinogens. 

DDT, benzene, kepone, EDB, asbestos, and the waste rock of oil-shale mining have all been 

classified as carcinogenic. Tobacco smoke is identified as sources of dozens of carcinogens.  

1.4 SUMMARY 

This chapter represents the impact of the bioinformatics on the science of biology. 

The basic principles governing Deoxyribonucleic acid have been introduced including the 

arrangement of the DNA inside the cell and its role in protein production necessary to the 

cell functionality. Gene mutations happen as a result of our interaction with the surrounding 

environment and the aging process. These mutations can result in many diseases if it 

happens in a particular place of the gene and if it repeats for many times, with a dangerous 

probability of causing cancer. In the next chapter the principles of DNA sequencing will be 

discussed showing the involvement of signal processing in reading the DNA nucleotides.  
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Figure 2.1: Cyclic sequencing [9] 
 

CHAPTER 2 

DNA SEQUENCING PROCESS 

DNA Sequencing aims at determining the primary structure for the exact order of 

the constituent nucleotides (A, T, C, and G) in any DNA fragment in an attempt to know 

how organisms live. 

2.1 DNA SAMPLES PREPARATION 

Preparation of the DNA fragment that represents the DNA segment that needs to 

be sequenced requires using Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) a process that makes copies 

of the DNA templates at selected region. PCR involves cycling between three steps: DNA 

denaturation, annealing, and DNA synthesis. Besides the DNA template, many other 

components should exist in the solution which includes: the Primers; which is a small part of 

the DNA template that consist of 15-30 bases and it will be used to synthesize the 

complementary DNA template, deoxynucleotides; these are individual single nucleotides 

attached with sugar-phosphate group (dATPs - A, dTTPs -T, dGTPs -G, dCTPs -C) , di-

deoxynucleotides; these are deoxynucleotides without the hydroxyl group OH −  and attached 

to the four types of fluorescent tags each one represents a different base and indicates the 

termination for each fragment.  

The most popular sequencing method is Chain Terminator Method invented by Fred 

Sanger in 1977. The 

sequencing reaction is 

started by adding the same 

DNA template and primer 

into four containers that 

include one type of the 

deoxynucleotides (dNTPs), 

and dideoxynucleotides 

(ddNTPs), the 

deoxynucleotides starts 

attached to the primer based 
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Figure 2.2: Chain termination DNA sequencing [7] 

 

on its complementary on the DNA template and the sequence is elongated until the 

dideoxynucleotide is attached thus terminating the chain elongation due to the lake of the    

hydroxyl group, OH − , necessary to initiate the hydrogen bonds with the next base. The 

process is shown in figure 2.1 [45].      

  The relative concentrations of the dNTP's and ddNTP's are adjusted in such a way that 

we end up with a number of copies of fragments that differs from each other by one base. 

Note that by attaching the fluorescent tag to the terminator we will be able conduct the 

experiment in one test tube since we can determine which fragment ends with what base by 

looking at the label. Figure 2.2 shows the result of this chain termination. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2 ELECTROPHORESIS 

Gel electrophoresis is a method that separates DNA fragments based on its size. The 

term electrophoresis refers to the physical property of the charged particle migration under 

the influence of an electric field. “Electro refers to the energy of electricity, and phoresis, 

refers to the Greek verb phoros, means "to carry across". Gel electrophoresis refers to the 

technique in which DNA fragments resulted from the sequencing process are moved across 

the gel, motivated by an electrical force. Positive and negative charges on the both sides 

provide the driving force [8].  
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After the sequencing process, multiple copies of each of the nested fragments of a 

given DNA template have been achieved with the ability to determine which fragment ends 

with which base due to the attached fluorescent label. Those fragments should be ordered by 

length to be able to recover the original sequence.  

Electrophoresis process 

starts with putting the DNA 

fragments in the gel and applying 

an electric field of 3Kv, the 

fragments will stat moving at a 

speed approximately proportional 

to their length (mainly their size). 

DNA is negatively charged, so, by 

placing it on a gel and placing a 

negative charge at one end and a 

positive charge at the opposite end 

(see figure 2.3), the fragments will 

start migrating from the negative 

to the positive charge, while the 

smaller fragments will move faster 

than the longer one due to the 

collision with the gel matrix which 

will slow it down. A laser (for 

stimulating the emission of 

radiation) and detector (for collecting the emitted radiation) are placed at a certain distance 

from the initial position. When a fragment passes the laser, it will excite the fluorescent label 

that is attached to the terminator, and it will emit a signal at a certain wavelength depending 

on the label, and the detector will detect these emissions. Since we attached different labels 

to each type of fragment, depending on the terminating base, fragment ending with G for 

example will emit a signal at a different wavelength than fragment ending with T. Assuming 

that we have a very sensitive and accurate bandwidth filters, the signal will hopefully be 

Figure 2.3: Electrophoresis process representation. A. 
The preparation of the capillary reaction, the sequences 
fragments are placed in the gel, and the electrical 
potential force is applied on the both ends of the gel, the 
laser emitter and the optical detectors are placed at the 
end of the capillary. B. Color representations as a result 
of fragments being excited by the laser, the resulting 
emission wavelengths are detected by the optical filters. 
This information will be sent to the software in the 
computer that does the pre-processing and has been 
trained for base calling. C. The final result, which 
represent the electropherogram signal as a separate peaks 
and a sequence of letters for the DNA. [9] 
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Figure 2.4: Normalized fluorescence emission 
spectra for each of the four dyes following 
excitation at 488nm [10] 

 

strong enough for the detector to record it. Ideally, reconstruction of the entire sequence 

based on the time order of signal peaks can be obtained.  

2.3 DATA FLOW 

There are several photodetector technologies available to be used in signal detection, 

like photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and charge-coupled devices (CCDs). Each has its own 

trade-off in terms of simplicity to use, efficiency of fluorescence detection and spectral 

resolution, but both have the same four-channel signal output—one channel per base—that 

represents the fluorescence of each of the four tags at each instant in time. Usually there is 

some linear cross-talk between the channels, due to imperfections in the optics of the 

equipment. Furthermore, there is some noise in the signal, because of fluorescence from the 

gel and the container, and because of the filter electronics noise [11]. 

Figure 2.3-C shows the raw signal 

directly out of the sequencing machine. It 

is a 4-component signal with each peak 

corresponding to the intensity of the 

emission at a given wavelength. All four 

dye labeled terminators could be excited 

by an argon ion laser at 488 nm and each 

would produce a peak emission that 

could be distinguished by the detector 

[10]. The x-axis of figure 2.4 shows the 

wavelength of the signal. The four output 

signals should be well separated with high amplitude for easy detection, but in reality, we 

would not always be able to decode the signal easily; the signal may not be strong enough, 

there could be a contamination, the peaks may overlap, secondary structures may form 

which would change the relationship between time and length… etc. Hence we have the task 

known as basecalling [47].   

2.3.1 Data Frame 
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Figure 2.6: Fluorescence pattern [12] 

 

As the DNA fragments passed through the laser beam, fluorescence will be emitted 

as focused onto the CCD camera which is divided into two dimensional arrays, x- and y-axis 

(spectral vs. spatial dimension) and both refer to the wavelength and intensity of the 

fluorescence alternatively, and consist of 14 pixels. Both dimensions are composed of 

thousands of electrically insulated pixels, each one stores amount of electrical charges 

proportional to the intensity of light striking it [13].  

When the fluorescence data is read from the CCD, the charges from 3 pixels in the 

spatial dimension and 14 pixels in the spectral dimension are combined to form a bin. See 

figure 2.5.  This process is called binning. Binning increases the signal without adding noise. 

Twenty bins have a bandwidth of 200 nm in which the collected emission spectrum 

ranges from 500 nm (blue) to 700 nm (red). The data frame of the CCD camera is illustrated 

in figure 2.6 below. 

The collected light is 

converted into intensity values 

using a spectral matrix 

developed by the sequencing machine for each 

experiment for the four dyes. This process is called 

multicomponenting. Using full spectrum data 

reduces the amount of noise in the 

multicomponented data. This converts 1x20 data 

into 1x4 dyes and it corrects the overlapping 

fluorescence emission spectra of the dyes in a dye 

set.  The data produced from the 

multicomponenting process is stored as groups of 

binary streams in the instrument database. 

2.4 SIGNAL PROCESSING 

This is the last step in the experiment; it involves two steps; signal pre-processing 

and basecalling. This process converted the signals produced by the sequencing process into 

the alphabets of bases A, T, C, and G. 

Figure 2.5: Charge-coupled device camera organization [10] 
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Figure 2.7: Background noise affects the basecaller [7] 
 

2.4.1 Signal Pre-Processing 

The goal of the pre-processing steps is to condition the signal from the sequencing 

process for the stage; basecalling. They are necessary to recover the imperfections in the 

chemistry or instrumentation [48]. Data pre-processing steps vary from one sequencing 

machine to another, but the main features are same, and they are necessary for any 

successful basecalling. Tenney A. E. [45] represents many reasons for the imperfection of 

the DNA sequences as results of gel, dye, DNA, and detector effects. 

Denoising: Both environmental and systematic noise has to be filtered out before 

basecalling. Often a band-pass Gaussian filter is used to reduce the low and high frequency 

noise leaving the primary signal in the target frequency range for fragments fluorescent tags 

traveling through the detector. Environmental noise may come from many sources including 

background noise, detector noise and other noise caused by the surrounding area or due to 

the deformation of the gel while heating, the formation of bubbles in the path of the laser, 

variations in laser output power and other systematic changes in the surrounding 

environment all are popular reasons for noise (see figure 2.7). If the background noise is 

high enough it will cause ambiguities in the detection, as shown in the figure below base 

number 160 the basecaller could not detect the peak, therefore it referred to the signal in 

that location as N. Noise indicates the cause to be low signal strengths as the average of the 

signal strengths produced in the four channels are: C= 47, A= 35, G= 30, T= 38, and signal 

strength is supposed to be in range of 400–4000 [7]. 

Color Separation: Emission spectra of the four-dye fluorophores employed in the 

sequencing strategy is distinct, but sometimes these spectra may exhibit a significant overlap 

(see figure 2.8) due to the imperfections of the optical filters that separate the fluorescence 
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from each of the four tags. By knowing the mixing coefficients, the separation can be done 

directly by a linear process done usually by the sequencing machine that carries out the 

experiment as shown in figure 2.9.  

 
 

The raw data file with n observations results in an n by 4 matrixes in which the i-th 

factor corresponds to the intensity values at the four wavelengths detected (i.e. the strength 

of the signal at each wavelength). Let us assume that vector mx  denotes the mixed signals in 

the detector space, the point here is to extract the signal x from the detected signal mx , this 

can be done using =mx Mx, where x is the signal in the dye space and M is a 4x4 matrix in 

which each column represents the relative signal intensity at each wavelength in the detector 

space for one of the dyes. M is an invertible matrix because mixing represents a linear 

operation that involves scaling, rotation, or both. So we can calculate x using =x M 1−
mx . 

Matrix M is unknown and should be determined by a number of techniques based on 

analysis of the second order statistics of the signal [46].  

Baseline Correction: based on the experimental conditions the constant value of 

background fluorescence varies and so it may affect the offset of the produced signals, see 

figure 2.10 below, which will cause small drift in the DC value of the signal that has a 

Figure 2.8: The problem of spectral cross-talk between DNA sequence data channels [7] 

Figure 2.9: Cross-talk problem removal [7] 
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Figure 2.10: The problem of baseline offset between DNA signals 
 

different values for the four channels. This DC value should be recovered (equalized to zero) 

after removing the noise. 

Mobility shift Correction: One of the problems present in the signal is the mobility 

shift due to the attached fluorescent tags on the molecules. These tags are different in sizes 

depending on their fluorescent frequency [43]. The sizes of the tags affect the mobility of the 

DNA molecules through the gel, different bases carrying different fluorescent tags will move 

differently and will not arrive in the correct sequence. These results in an offset of the peaks 

in one or more of the raw data file channels with respect to others. A time warping is 

necessary to recover this shift besides recovering the widening peaks at the end of the run 

due to the bigger size of the fragments that result in a uniform peaks spacing during the 

complete run of the fragments. See figures 2.11 and 2.12 below. 

 
 

Figure 2.11: The effect of mobility shift problem in DNA signals [7] 
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Figure 2.13: Extra space 
between A and G was ignored 
by basecaller [14] 

 

 

 

2.4.2 Errors in Signal after Pre-Processing 

An idealized DNA sequence would consist of evenly spaced, non-overlapping peaks, 

each corresponding to the labeled fragments that are terminated at a particular base in the 

sequenced strand. Real traces generated from the sequencing machines deviate from this 

ideal; all mentioned errors in the sequenced signal are recovered by the sequencing machine 

carrying the experiment but the resulting signals still have many errors that need the 

basecalling process in order to convert the DNA sequence into letters. 

I) Background Noise: As mentioned before, white Gaussian noise can originate 

from several sources; operating environmental, motion of the fragments, detector noise, 

deformation of the gel due to heating, the formation of bubbles in the path of the laser, and 

other noise caused by the surrounding area, variations in laser output power and other 

systematic changes in the surrounding environment all are valid reasons for the noise in the 

signal (see figure 2.7). If the background noise is high enough it will cause ambiguities in the 

detection. These noises can be filtered using a band-pass filter which allows only the 

required frequency range to pass [14]. 

II)  Miss-Called Peaks: Sometimes the sequencing 

machines have predictable errors in base spacing, the 

general case being when the G base is followed be A 

which leaves a little extra space between them. 

Sometimes the space is ignored by the basecaller, as 

shown in figure 2.13. Note the extra space between the 

letters G and A (between 271 and 272) corresponding to 

the miss-spaced peaks. As the sequencing machine did 

Figure 2.12: Mobility shift correction [7] 
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Figure 2.14: Extra space 
between A and G was picked 
as error by basecaller [14] 

 

Figure 2.15: Extra space 
between A and G was picked 
as a real base by basecaller [14] 

 

 
 

Figure 2.16: Single nucleotide 
polymorphism [14] 

 

not consider it as an error, the sequence is correct. But, sometimes, however, those spaces 

get misinterpreted as missing nucleotides where the sequencing machine will consider the 

space as an unknown base 'N' as shown in figure 2.14. 

That is an erroneous call; there is no missing base 'N' at 

that position.  The real problem comes when the 

basecaller represents the gap as a real nucleotide, such as 

in figure 2.15, in which the sequencing machine calls the 

baseline noise as a real peak. Often it is those 

aforementioned G-A gaps, but not necessarily, as the 

example in figure 2.15. Note the real T peak (at 58) and 

the real C peak (at 60), with the G barely visible between 

them. Despite its size, the baseline-noise G peak was 

picked as if it were real base [14].  

III)  Double Peaks: a single peak position within a 

trace may have two peaks from different types above each 

other. This is common when sequencing a PCR product 

derived from diploid genomic DNA, where polymorphic 

positions will show both nucleotides simultaneously as 

shown in figure 2.16. In this case, one peak carries a C, 

while the other has a T. Both peaks are present, but at 

roughly half the height they would show if they were 

homozygous as shown in figure 2.17. This cases confuses 

the machine and the basecaller will show ‘N’ as it could not 

recognize the base and indicate the presence of Single 

Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) at this position. If two 

peaks are above each other the higher peak is picked as the 

real base. Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms or SNP’s are 

DNA sequence variations that occur when a single 

nucleotide (A, T, C, or G) in the genome sequence is 

altered as a result of the surrounding environment. For 

example a SNP might change the DNA sequence AAGGCTAA to ATGGCTAA [14].  
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Figure 2.17: Two peaks above 

each other [14] 

 

Figure 2.18: Dye blob problem [14] 

IV) Dye Blob: the sequence looks good, but in 

one place there is a huge trace that obscures everything 

under it, its shape is clearly abnormal. Residual 

unincorporated dye can obscure the entire sequence in 

under it and cause scaling problems throughout the 

sequence. See figure 2.18. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

We can see that the four “T’s” are completely wrong as it does not represent a real 

peak; it obscures the peaks under it [14]. 

2.5 BASECALLING 

The goal of basecalling is to translate the processed signal into a sequence of letters 

(A, T, C, and G) that represents the DNA sequence. Basecalling is a class of problems in the 

field of pattern recognition or pattern classification, similar to those encountered in speech 

recognition where speech utterances are translated into a sequence of letters or words. 

Because of this similarity, the successful methods used for speech recognition will be tackled 

in the basecalling problem [42]. Existing works in this field concentrated in signal processing 

and conditioning, features extraction, and basecalling algorithm. Giddings [46] presents an 

object-oriented basecalling algorithm that can identify the peaks depending on features of 

height, width, and spacing between the peaks.  

Pattern recognition systems rely heavily on statistical models and probability theory 

to perform classification where the statistical models try to characterize the statistical 

properties of the signal. Supervised learning is training required to estimate the parameters of 

Figure 2.18: Dye blob problem [14] 
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the model using some example data. Once the parameters are estimated, the model can be 

used to classify new data. 

2.6 SUMMARY 

This chapter is divided into two parts; in the first part the basics of the DNA 

sequencing process have been introduced showing the chemical processes including the 

preparation of DNA templates complete with the other components required in the 

sequencing process. The fragments resulting from the chemical process are added to the 

electrophoresis gel which separate the fragments based on their sizes by applying an 

electrical field across electrodes installed on both sides of the gel. At the end of the gel a 

laser emitter and a detector are placed to detect the emitted light from the stimulated 

fluorescent tags attached to the end of each fragment.  

The second part of the chapter shows how the light collected by the detector is 

translated into four electrical signals that differ from each other by the wavelength. The 

extracted signals are pre-processed in the sequencing machine in order to condition the data 

basecalling. In the next chapter the basics of the most common intelligent systems used in 

basecalling will be represented. 
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Figure 3.1: Pattern 
recognition cycle  

CHAPTER 3 

PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEMS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

A pattern is defined as a common denominator among multiple instances of an 

entity [14]. Pattern Recognition is the science that aims to process the patterns, observing, 

learning, and making decisions. The main usage of pattern recognition systems is to classify 

patterns with specific parameters into classes. There are two ways to build a classification or 

recognition systems: supervised learning, in which the model parameters are estimated 

through the training process, and unsupervised learning in which a probability density 

models are built from the input data assuming that the distribution of these data is random 

and gathering it to build these models based on its proximity to some measured distance, this 

process is called clustering. 

3.2 DESIGN OF PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEMS 

Pattern recognition systems are considered 

successful based on two values; first, the ability to classify 

data, and second, the generality of the classifier based on 

the training data. To guarantee the success of the 

classification process the selection of data features and 

nominated model should be considered carefully. 

The design of pattern recognition systems 

essentially involves the following aspects: data acquisition, 

which in the case of DNA sequencing involves collection 

of the raw data sequences, preprocessing, for example 

removing of the noise, feature extraction, model selection, 

training classifier, and classifier evaluation as shown in 

figure 3.1.  

Features extraction is the process of extracting the 

functions or ‘features’ of the input data which can 

Collect Data 

Extract Features 

Select Model 

Train Classifier 

Evaluate Classifier 

Start 

   End 

Preprocessing 
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characterize the original signal with highest accuracy under the nominated classification 

system. Those features which have a peculiar probability distribution will be used to train the 

classifiers. 

Signal models characterize real-world signals in an attempt to develop a theoretical 

description for the signal processing system that will be used to process the signal. The 

availability of signal models can be used for many purposes: they can recover the original 

signal from any noises or distortion, which allows for the identification of the signal 

characteristics without the need to have the source [16]. Signal models can be divided into 

two parts: deterministic models and statistical models. Deterministic models describe signals 

which have known specific properties, for example the sine wave, for which the values of 

some parameters are needed to be determined, like the amplitude and phase. Statistical 

models attempts to characterize the statistical properties of the signal assuming that the 

signal can be characterized as a parametric random process, like the Hidden Markov Models 

(HMM), Gaussian models, and Poisson process [16]. The evaluation of the nominated 

models is measured by the consistency between the statistical model and the actual signal 

statistics known as the recognition rate.   

The selection of the model parameter space dimensionality is a challenging task. A 

model with big parameter space might trend to over fitting through a slow training process, 

while a model with very small parameter space will have a low performance due to lack of 

precious parameters of the signal.  

3.3 SELECTION OF MODEL PARAMETERS  

Several optimization techniques are used to search the space parameters of the 

chosen models, the goal of which is to calibrate the model parameters based on training data 

to minimize some cost function, maximize the likelihood estimation (MLE), or to reduce the 

mean square error (MSE). Gradient descent and expectation-maximization (EM) methods 

explained below are training algorithms for the probability estimator models. 

3.3.1 Gradient Descent 

Gradient descent or steepest descent is a deterministic minimization or maximization 

method which aims to solve optimization problems through maximizing or minimizing the 
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parameters of the cost function.  It is a general framework from the field of reinforcement 

learning (RL) that is used to search the parameter space starting from a random point and 

perform a descent towards the steepest point in the path.  

Gradient descent 

method is widely used in the 

backpropagation algorithm, the 

training method for the Artificial 

Neural Network (ANN), in 

which the gradient descent aims 

to reduce the error through the 

training process. The error result 

from this training is a measure 

of the learning of the network to 

model the input-output driven 

task where the error contains hills, plateau, basins, and valleys. The assignment of the 

gradient descent is to find the global minima which have the lowest average error, the zero 

energy, during the training iterations, see figure 3.2. Mathematically this can be done by 

taking the gradient of the error function which is simply the slope, and by directing the 

trajectory of this slope towards the negative direction. The value of this function is reduced 

until finally it converges to the global minima. Gradient descent is an iterative method that 

can be summarized as follows: 

−  Computing the derivative of the error function )(xE  which should be minimized 

with respect to its independent variable x .  

−  Updating the value of x  as according to the following equation: 

                                            )(1 nnn xdExx η−=+                                                  (3.1) 

where n  is the iteration number, and η  is the step size or learning rate. η  should 

not be big to avoid the oscillations around the minimum without convergence, and 

not too small so it requires a large number of iterations until the global minimum is 

reached. 

 
Figure 3.2: Gradient descent [28] 
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−  Repetition of the above two steps until it converges to a global minimum of the 

error function )(xE .  

 
Gradient descent method is used to update 

the weights of the nodes in the ANN model during 

the backpropagation training by describing the error 

results between the input and the target values in a 

trial to approximate or classify the input data, as a 

function of the weights of the network. The 

gradient descent is an attractive optimization that 

can converge very quickly compared to other iterative algorithms in condition that the error 

function is derivative, though there is no guarantee that it will converge to a global maxima 

as the iteration will stop whenever the minimum is reached compared to the initial values. 

Suppose that the initial weight for ANN network is 1

iw  (shown in figure 3.3). The gradient 

descent will try to minimize the error to become as small as possible by moving its value 

towards *
w . But if the initial value of the weight is 2

iw  gradient descent will end up in a local 

minimum. 

Based on the convergence limitation of the gradient descent, the state from which 

the learning start is of importance, the initial values should be selected to guarantee the 

convergence to global minima by continually guessing until the global convergence is 

achieved.  

3.3.2 Expectation-Maximization 

EM algorithm is a generalized iterative process which has many applications in 

statistical models. Generally, it is used to estimate parameters of the multi-dimensional 

models using calculated conditional probability to maximize the likelihood estimate. EM is 

used in two cases, the first when the data has missing values because of the weakness in the 

observation process. In the second, the requirement of finding the assumed existing hidden 

parameter which simplifies finding the likelihood function. Mixture-of-expert is one case of 

 
Figure 3.3: Weights update using 

gradient descent [29] 
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this problem that has a hidden membership between the states and missing parameters of 

the experts. 

Before proceeding with the EM algorithm, a brief description of the MLE will be 

utilized as an evaluation procedure for the performance of the EM. A parameter estimation 

method is applied to find the values of the model parameters which results in the highest 

fitness to the observed data and is considered a good measurement for the model 

performance. Parameter estimation can be done in two ways: least-squares estimation (LSE), 

and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Given a set of data, the probability distribution 

functions (PDF) will show the probability of each data point taking place, and that some 

points are more probable than others. In reality, the inverse of the problem is required, given 

the observable data and the nominated model, it is required to find the PDF among all 

probability densities produced by that model that most likely have produced the data.  

The maximum likelihood function can be represented as: 

                                              )|()|( θθ xfxl =                                                   (3.2) 

The above equation aims to find the values of θ  which have the highest probabilities 

of observing the outcome x, this can be shown by the following: 

                                             )(maxarg θθ lML =                                                  (3.3) 

The difficulty of solving the above problem depends on the model of )|( θxf . If 

the distribution is assumed to be Gaussian where ),( Σ= µθ , then it can solved by equalizing 

the derivative of the )|(log( xl θ  to zero and finding the parameters µ  and Σ . 

In order to converge to the fitness of the ML estimation, EM operates in two stages: 

first, in the Expectation step, the expected value of some unobserved or hidden data samples 

is computed using the observed data using the current model parameters estimate. They 

correspond to the identification number of the different mixture components and specify by 

which one was the data generated. Subsequently, during the Maximization step, the expected 

values computed in the E-step are used to compute the MLE and the model parameters are 

updated. This process will iterate continuously unless terminated by one of the following: the 
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iteration number is completed, or the MLE threshold is achieved, or convergence to local 

(or global) minima (or maxima). 

To generalize the EM algorithm, an example from ChengXiang Zhai, A Note on the 

Expectation-Maximization (EM) Algorithm [18], will be briefly explained, assume that a 

complete data set X can not be observed directly but through Y which represents the 

observation space, and let  x∈ nR  be an outcome from X and y∈ mR  denote an observation 

from Y where m < n and y=y(x).  An observation y determines a subset of X, which is 

denoted as X(y). 

The PDF of the complete data is )|( θxf x = )|( θxf  where r
R∈Θ∈θ is the set of 

parameters of the density. The PDF function is continuous and so is differentiable. The ML 

estimate of θ  lie within the Θ  region. The PDF of the incomplete data is:  

∫=
)(

)|()|(
yx

dxxfyg θθ                                                 (3.4) 

The likelihood function is: 

                                                       )|()( θθ ygl y =                                                         (3.5)                         

And the log-likelihood is: 

)|(log)( θθ ygLy =                                                    (3.6) 

Due to the absence of data x, it is possible to maximize the function )|(log θxf   

directly. EM will be used to maximize )|(log θxf  by using the observation data y and the 

current estimate of θ . This can be done by the two steps of the EM, assuming that kθ  is 

our estimate of model parameters at k-th iteration: 

In the E-step 

],|)|([log)|( kk yxfEQ θθθθ =                                          (3.7) 

In the M-step, assuming that 1+kθ  be the value estimated at the E-step: 
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Figure 3.4: Expectation-Maximization 

overview [18] 

)|(maxarg1 kk
Q θθθ

θ

=+                                                  (3.8) 

The EM algorithm can be summarized as follows: choose the initial state parameter 

0θ , then EM iterate between the E-step and M-step until the convergence (hopefully to a 

global minima, the point with the lowest energy) is achieved which is defined as the 

minimum accepted changing of the parameters that will terminate the iteration: 

                                              εθθ <−+ kk 1                                                       (3.9) 

where ε  is the threshold that will stop the iteration. 

 The EM algorithm can be explained in words as shown in figure 3.4 below: EM 

starts by assigning initial values to all parameters to be estimated (both hidden and missing 

ones). In the E-step, based on the current setting 

of the model parameters, the values of the 

expected likelihood of the complete data is 

computed based on the calculation of the 

conditional probability distribution (this is the 

lower bound to the cost function), this is called 

the Q-function. The M-step will step the 

estimate parameters to maximize over the lower 

bound function. The E-step and M-step will 

keep iteration until the convergence to global 

minima is achieved [18].  

The EM is a climbing hill algorithm 

which allows it to face the problem of locality as 

it guarantees the convergence, but if there are 

multiple minima this may lead to a local 

minimum not to a global one. This problem can 

be solved by picking the right initial values, 

either by guessing or by trying a simple model with global minima from which the initial 

values can be taken. However, it has the advantage of being faster to converge than any 

Choose an initial 

parameter
0θ 
 K=0 

E-Step: 
Estimate unobserved 

data using  
kθ  

M-Step: 
Compute the maximum likelihood 

estimate of parameters 
1+kθ  using 

estimated data 

K=k+1 
Converged? 
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Figure 3.5: Multiple gaussian components when 
modeling a distribution 

 

other iteration algorithms such as gradient descent, conjugate gradient or variations of the 

Gauss-Newton method Moreover, these methods typically require the first derivatives of the 

likelihood function and sometimes the second derivative. 

3.4 PATTERN RECOGNITION MODELS 

After developing the training methods, pattern recognition techniques can be built 

up. Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), artificial neural networks (ANNs), Fuzzy model, 

Polynomial classifier models, and Markov chains which are used to create a Hidden Markov 

Model (HMM) framework for time varying signals, are examples of some recognition 

techniques. David and Stravos [50] proposed two machine learning methods to solve the 

DNA basecalling problem, namely tree classifier and neural networks. The work in this 

research focuses on GMM, ANN, and Polynomial classifiers as probability estimators 

combined with Markov chains to create Hidden Markov Models. The selection of the best 

hybrid combination will depend on the efficiency of the results produced using these 

models. These hybrid model combinations have produced good results with speech 

recognition tasks, and good results may be achieved in the basecalling problems.  

3.4.1 Gaussian Mixture Models 

Probability density function (PDF) estimation represents a fundamental concept in 

statistics. It provides a statistical measure for the probability distribution of random variables 

for a given data set. PDF estimation 

can be used in many applications 

including machine learning, pattern 

recognition, neural networks, signal 

processing, computer vision, feature 

extraction, and many other fields. 

Density estimation can be 

applied in two different ways, the 

first is known as parametric density 

estimation, in which a given density 

model representation for the data 
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distribution is known in advance, like the Gaussian, and the model parameters are then 

estimated based on fitness between the model and the data. It has the advantages of being 

easy to learn and excellent results will be achieved if the appropriate model is chosen. 

However, this technique has a disadvantage that the appropriate model may be obscure or 

complicated, and it may fail if the false model is chosen. The second way is the non-

parametric PDF estimators in which there is no specific model assigned to the distribution 

of the data, but instead it will define a smooth density estimate for each data point that 

results from a calculated kernel function with a common smoothing parameter σ . The 

resulting PDF is constructed from the summation of all the kernels multiplied by a scaling 

factor. This technique has a disadvantage of complexity determined by the number of 

kernels, and needing heavy training compared to the parametric models. Gaussian mixture 

models are an example of parametric density models in which the EM algorithm technique is 

used as a training method for approximating the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) for 

these PDF [18].  

GMMs assumes a Gaussian mixture for the probability distribution of the features, 

with different parameters for each class, ensuring better coverage for the statistical data. The 

Gaussian parameters are: number of mixtures, weight factors, mean vectors, and the 

covariance matrices, which can model any complex probability density function. The 

distribution of a Gaussian mixture is the sum of scaled Gaussian density functions with 

different means and covariance matrices, such that the sum of the weights is equal to 1. 

The GMM model for the PDF of n
Rx ∈  can be represented as follows: 

)(xp j = ∑
=

Σ
M

m

jmjmjm xNc
1

),,( µ                                          (3.10) 

where M is the number of mixture components, x is the features, )(xp j is the 

density of vector x originating from class j . Training this model involves estimating the 

parameters jmc , jmµ , and jmΣ for each component m  and class j .  

The Gaussian PDF can be represented using three classical models; the full 

covariance, diagonal covariance, and spherical covariance. These models represent the range 
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of data distribution precision; from big generalization using the spherical covariance to zero 

generalization using the full covariance of the Gaussian shape [35]. 

Full covariance Gaussian PDF is the basis for all Gaussian models. It has the best 

representation of the data and it holds the most information with the least mixture 

components, and models the covariance of each dimension of the data along with the 

correlation between the dimensions. The mean vector µ  and the covariance matrix Σ  can 

be represented as: 
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where xyσ  is the variance and it is represented on the diagonal, and xyC  is the 

correlation coefficient between x  and y . Full covariance model has the disadvantages of 

needing a lot of training data to estimate a model, and that it is very slow in estimating the 

model and calculating the likelihood compared to the other models. 

The other model is the diagonal covariance Gaussian which models the variance of 

each dimension and ignores the correlation between them, assuming that the dimensions are 

statistically independent. The covariance matrix can be represented as [35]: 
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This model needs less training data compared to full covariance Gaussian, is faster in 

estimating the model and calculating the likelihood, but needs more mixture components to 

model the data efficiently. 
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The last model is the spherical covariance Gaussian, it averages the covariance of all 

the dimensions and ignores the individual covariances and correlations. Spherical covariance 

Gaussian is a simpler version of the diagonal covariance as it ignore the correlations between 

the dimensions and assumes that all the dimensions are equally distributed. The spherical 

covariance matrix can be represented as [35]: 
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Spherical covariance Gaussian needs little training data compared to the diagonal 

covariance Gaussian, it needs more mixture components, yet it is very fast in estimating the 

data models and calculating the likelihood.  

To find the GMM parameters estimated previously in equation (3.10) to optimally fit 

a certain probability density function for a set of data, the EM iterative algorithm can be 

used. Classification is done by selecting the most likely class at a certain time for a given set 

of data.  

The EM algorithm iterates between two steps: the expectation step which involves 

estimation for the new density )(
^

ii
xp  for all the mixture m and data ix , and the 

maximization step, which estimates the parameters of the model using the following 

formulas: 

∑
=

=
N

i

imjm xp
N

c
1

^^

)(
1

                                             (3.11) 
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Figure 3.6: Typical maulti_layer perceptron model [26] 
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                                     (3.13) 

After each iteration the new parameters 
^

jmc , 
^

jmµ , and 
^

jmU  will be used to estimate 

the model parameters for the next iteration. 

Despite that the convergence of EM to global minima is not guaranteed, and 

searching of ‘good’ initial parameters should be found, EM has the advantage of avoiding 

overshooting or diverging beyond the target values, and is a stable training algorithm which 

guarantees convergence to ML estimation.  

3.4.2 Artificial Neural Networks 

 Artificial neural networks are intelligent systems that emulate the behavior of the 

biological neural system in learning and attitude. The human brain consists of billions of 

neurons that are connected together in very complicated networks that provide an 

intercommunication path for the signal. Similarly, artificial neural networks are comprised of 

layers built from the basic unit, the neuron or perceptron, as shown in figure 3.6 below. 
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Figure 3.7: Neuron model  

Figure 3.8: Unit 
step transfer 
function [27] 

3.4.2.1 Neuron Model 

Neurons are the basic building blocks 

of networks. As shown in figure 3.7, a neuron 

consists of the following: a sequence of input 

data ix  for ],...,1[ Ni = , the weights or biases 

that connect the input to the neuron iw , for 

],...,1[ Ni =  and each neuron has a self weight 0b  that does not affect the input; it is just a 

constant value that moves the input summation to the activation function (.)f .  The 

activation function, or threshold, is a transformation of the summation into an output,  

which can be linear or non-linear, and its type characterizes the neural network [11]. 

Based on the above, the neuron can be defined as follows: 
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)( bwxfy
N

i

ii                                                        (3.14) 

The basic idea behind the neural network is the adaptability characteristic, meaning 

that the models can adjust its parameters ( ix , iw ) in order to improve the learning process. 

The transfer or activation function can be any function taking into consideration that some 

functions are not suitable for some applications. These functions act like a squashing 

function, meaning that they transfer the input to output range from 0 to 1. The three most 

commonly used functions are:  

First, the unit step function or threshold function which result 

in a zero if the sum of the neuron is less than a certain threshold, 

otherwise it results in one. See figure 3.8. This is the same function 

used in the human biological system, and neurons that used this 

function are called perceptrons.                       
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Figure 3.9: Linear 
transfer function [27]  

Second is the linear transfer function which gives an output 

between 0 and 1 depending on the amplification factor of the linear 

function, see figure3.9.  
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Third is the sigmoid transfer function which takes the input 

of any range and squashes the output in a 0 to 1 or -1 to 1 range, see 

figure 3.10 [27]. Sigmoid function has an advantage of being 

differentiable, while the step function, due to its discontinuity at 0, 

prohibits the gradient decent function from working with the step 

function. Based on this, the sigmoid function is widely used in neural 

network applications and especially in back propagation networks 

[11]. 
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In addition to the popular transfer 

functions described previously, a brief explanation 

of the Softmax transfer function will be discussed. 

Softmax is used as the activation function in the 

output layer of the neural network in order to 

interpret the output as probabilities that range from 0 to 1, see figure 3.11.  
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where ix  is the layer input from the previous layer, and N  is the number of layers in 

the network. For the network inputs which are categorized in multiple classes it is essential 

Figure 3.10: 
Sigmoid transfer 
function [27] 

 

 
Figure 3.11: Softmax transfer function 

[27] 
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to determine the probability of data point at a specific time to which class it belongs. The 

probability estimation task shows the necessity of the Softmax function in the output layer 

of the neural network. 

3.4.2.2 Network Structure 

 In order to control the complexity of the neural networks and limit their structure, 

it is assumed that neurons are grouped together to form layers, and all neurons in one layer 

will have the same activation function, and are connected to the neurons in the previous and 

next layer though the weights. The first layer of the network is called the input layer and it is 

not counted with the network number of layers. The last layer is the output layer in which 

the number of neurons equal to the target data dimension, and the layers between the input 

and output layer are called hidden layers, see figure 3.4. Most of the work in equation 

derivation follows closely the work in [11].  

To model neural networks, a single layer with M neurons is chosen, and the inputs, 

weights, transfer function, and output can be defined as follow: 

                                             [ ]T

MxxX ...1=                                                (3.19) 

                                             [ ]T

MwwW ...1=                                               (3.20) 

                                            T

MyyY ]...[ 1=                                                    (3.21) 

where X , W , and Y  are the inputs, weights, and output for a single layer, and ix ,  

iw , and iy  are the input, weight, and output for a single neuron in the layer simultaneously. 

The layer output can be modeled as: 

                                              )(WxfY =                                                           (3.22) 

The activation function applied over all the elements in one layer can be defined as: 

                                    [ ])1 (...)(1)( Mxfxfxf =                                       (3.23) 

After completing the model for a single layer, the modeling can be extended to the 

complete network which is nothing but cascaded layers that are connected to each other. A 
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network is assumed to have L  layers, each layer characterized by weight matrix l
W , input 

lX , output lY , and activation function of each layer (.)lf . The input to the next layer will 

equal the output of the previous layer 1+= ll XY , and each layer can be modeled as: 

                                            )( llll XWfY =                                                      (3.24) 

While, the whole network can be modeled as: 

                            ))))((...(( 11 llllLLLl XWfWfWfY +−=                                  (3.25) 

In order to evaluate the performance of the neural networks, a cost function should 

be defined to measure the efficiency of the network. The cost function is optimized as the 

magnitude squared of the error: 
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1 DL
YYeE −==                                              (3.26) 

Where DY is the desired output, and DL
YYe −= .  

The above squared error can be generalized to define the cost function with respect 

to the input at layer l : 

            
2

)( DLll YYxE −= = 
2

11 ))))((...(( DllllLLL YXWfWfWf −+−         (3.27) 

                                         ))(()( 1 llllll XWfExE +=                                         (3.28) 

3.4.2.3 Error Backpropagation Network 

Supervised learning is the type of training required to estimate the parameters of the 

model using some example data. Once the parameters are estimated, the model can be used 

to classify new data. Error backpropagation is the way used to train the neural network using 

the error results between the output of the network and the target. This error is the feedback 

to the neural network that adjusts the weight of the neurons in order to learn the functional 

relationship between the input and the target which ends up with a certain mapping that will 

approximate the target values.   
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Indeed, to complete the model of the neural network with backpropagation the 

gradient of the error results from equation (3.25) will be taken with respect to the weight 

matrix l
W  of each neuron, and the gradient for equation (3.27) will be taken: 
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In addition, the gradient of the cost function will be taken with respect to the input: 
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As can be noticed from the above two equations (3.28) and (3.29) they both have a 

common recursive vector which is called the local error signal: 
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Substituting this vector into equations (3.28) and (3.29) results: 
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The signal gradient calculated in the previous equations will be moved from each 

layer towards the previous layer, from the output layer until the input layer, each layer 

calculating the gradient of its weights; thus the algorithm is called backpropagation. The 

most important layer is the output layer as it involves the signal gradient required from both 

the input from the previous layer and the target signal: 
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The gradients of the cost function according the weight matrix and the input at the 

output layer L  are as follows: 
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After calculating the gradient of the weight matrix in each layer, the weights will be 

descending to the minimum of the cost function using the following formula: 
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where η  is the step size or learning rate which was explained before in the gradient 

descent.  

After the completion of the ANN modeling, the gradient of the transfer function 

used specifically in this research is presented  taking into consideration that the sigmoid 

transfer function is used in the hidden layers, and the Softmax transfer function will be used 

in the output layer. For the hidden layer, the gradient of equation (3.23) is [11]: 

      [ ]( )))(1)((...)(1)((0)( )11 NN xfxfxfxfdiagXf
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                (3.39) 

where N  is the length of signal x . Taking into consideration the conversion of a 

diagonal matrix to a vector is: 

                                          ijiij xXdiag δ=))((                                                   (3.40) 

This results in: 
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The gradient of the transfer function at the output layer will differ from the hidden 

layers as there is no output to be provided to the next layer: 
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This results in: 
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3.4.3 Polynomial Classifiers 

A polynomial is a function that is constructed from one or more powered variables 

(features) summed together and multiplied by constants (weights). Any expression with a 

fractional or negative power and/or denominators will not be considered as a polynomial 

function.  

Efficient classification methods using polynomial classifiers have been introduced by 

Campbell and Assaleh (see [21, 22, 23]) in the fields of speech and speaker recognition. It 

has been shown that the polynomial technique can provide several advantages over other 

methods (e.g., neural network, hidden Markov models, etc.) [20].  

The polynomial approach has several advantages over traditional methods for the 

following reasons: 1) efficiency in identification, 2) no need for a background or cohort 

model as the model is discriminative, 3) a small classifier model will result compared to the 

amount of input data [21], 4) computational and storage requirements are less as we are 

dealing with simple mathematic operations (summation, multiplication, …etc, that fits the 

moderns DSPs circuits [24], 5) recognition performance is much better [22], and 6) the 

global convergence is guaranteed as the polynomials are discriminative, directly evaluating 

the posterior probabilities and calculating the global minima. 

Polynomial classifiers work by extending the feature space into a higher dimensional 

level so that can apply a linear boundary that separates the sequence of feature 

{ }NxxxX ,...,, 21=  in a new feature space. A vectorial mapping from N-dimensional feature 

vector X  to L-dimensional high space can be represented as: 

)(xΦ = [1 1x  2x  … Nx  2

1x  21xx  31xx …  3

1x  2

2

1 xx  3

2

1 xx …] T                (3.44) 
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where the components of )(xΦ  represent the coefficients of the high level 

expansion that will be separated by a linear boundary (that is different than the neural 

network which uses a non-linear activation function in the higher-order), that can be 

represented as )()( xaxf
T

kk Φ= ; where L=dim(Φ ), a  is an optimized matrix 

decomposition, and K  is the classes number. 

Combining the class specific coefficient vector ka  to a matrix: 

1[aA =  2a  … ka ]                                                        (3.45) 

The pattern classification for the polynomial classifier can be represented as: 

)()( xAxf T Φ=                                                      (3.46) 

Now the coefficients of the weight matrix should be adjusted for the best 

optimization by minimizing the mean squared error between the input and the target data. 

Adaptation of the coefficient matrix A  is done as follows:  

})({min})({min
22

)(
yxAEyxEj T

Axf
−Φ≈−Φ=                             (3.47) 

where j  is the error that measures the variation between )(xAT Φ  and the target y . 

The value of j  will be used to update the coefficient matrix A , and the iteration will 

continue until reaching the convergence or the threshold. 

)()( ** AjAAj ≥+ δ  for 0≠∀ Aδ                                        (3.48) 

 As shown in the above equation, the problem is changed from searching for an 

unknown model to characterize the input data to parameter optimization by choosing a 

polynomial base function.  
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3.4.4 Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) 

3.4.4.1 Introduction 

A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is the most popular method in pattern recognition 

field, machine learning, and statistics. It is a type of stochastic model that can model the 

non-stationary stochastic sequences by considering them as a stationary sequence of 

observations. The states of the sequence are not directly observed but are associated with an 

emission PDF that map each sequence of states to a sequence of observations. Markov 

models are named for Andrei Markov who came up with the mathematical theory of Markov 

processes in the early twentieth century, but it was Baum and his colleagues that developed 

the theory of HMMs in the 1960s. 

Hidden Markov Models have been widely applied in several models like signal 

processing, pattern recognition, automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems, phrase 

chunking, extracting target information from documents, and DNA sequence analysis. The 

HMMs are suitable classifiers for many dimensional signals especially when the information 

is incomplete or uncertain.  

For the development of all HMM models and explanations we will follow briefly 

Rabiner’s tutorial approach ([16]), with as much notation as possible. Explanations for the 

basics of this model processes, and how it can be used for training and classifications will be 

explained thoroughly. For any further information on HMM, Rabiner’s tutorial represents a 

fundamental reference for any beginner.   

3.4.4.2 Markov Chains 

A Markov chain is a stochastic process that consists of a sequence of events, usually 

called states, where the probability distribution of the current state depends on the past 

states preceding it. This can be shown in the following conditional probability. 

),...,,|( 121 qqqqP iii −−                                                    (3.49) 

Markov first-order assumption assumes that the probability of the current state at 

time i  depends only on the state exactly preceding it. In general, the joint probability of 

certain past and present observations using a Markov assumption is: 
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∏
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−=
n

i

iii qqPqqqP
1

121 )|(),...,,(                                         (3.50) 

A Markovian process can be specified by the following: 

−  The system can be described by a set of finite states in which the system can only 

be in one state at a specific time. 

−  The transition probability ija , that is the probability of system transition from 

state iq  to state jq that includes all possible combination from iq  to jq  including 

i= j . It can be represented as: 

)|( 1 itjtij SqSqpa === −      Nji ≤≤ ,1                              (3.51) 

where N  represents distinct states 1S , 2S , …, NS , and t  is the discrete time that 

starts from 1=t  until Tt = associated with state changing. 

Following the stochastic process, the state transition coefficients have the following 

properties: 

0≥ija                                                 (3.52) 

∑
=

=
N

j

ija
1

1                                              (3.53) 

−  An initial probability distribution 0q  that specifies the starting state and it is 

selected manually. 

The last feature is the duration of the model probability staying in the same state. 

This probability can be explained as a probability of observation sequences as follow: 

},,...,,,{ ijiiii SSSSSSO ≠=                                 (3.54) 

id  is defined as the implicit state duration, and the probability density function of 

duration d  in state i  follows the geometric distribution: 
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iii aadp −= −                                              (3.55) 

∑
∞

=
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=
1

)(
d

ii ddpd                                                   (3.56) 
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ii
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∞
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−

1

1
)1()(

1

1                                       (3.57) 

This means that the duration 
−

id can be used to estimate the model parameter iia  

which is necessary for the initialization process. 

A Markov chain has many properties that can include the following: 

−  Reducibility:  

−  Periodicity 

−  Recurrence 

−  Ergodicity 

−  Steady-state analysis and limiting distributions 

3.4.4.3 HMM Elements  

When a Markov chain is ‘hidden’, it means that there is no district path from the 

signal to the state transitions, the stochastic process is embedded and can not be observed 

directly. Instead, each state emits a new stochastic process that produces the sequence of 

observations with a certain probability emission model. Gaussian mixture models or Neural 

Networks are the most common models that characterize these emission probabilities. 

An HMM model can be specified by the following [25]: 

−  The set of states S= { 1s , 2s , …,
sNs }. where N  is the number of states in the 

model, and the state at time t  is tq . In the case of DNA sequencing problems; these 

states are the bases {A, T, C, and G}. 
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These states should be complete with a set of parameters Θ = {π , A , B }, where: 

−  π  is the prior probabilities for state is  to be the first state in the sequence:  iπ = P 

( 1q = is ), Ni ≤≤1 . 

−  A  is the state transition probabilities for the model to move from state i  to state 

j : jia , =P( 1+tq = js | tq = is )  Nji ≤≤ ,1 . The parameters are collected in matrix A. 

−  B  is the emission probabilities that represents the likelihood probability of a 

certain observation O  for the model being in state is . These observations can either 

be discrete or continuous and can be represented as follow: 

− For discrete observations, nO ∈{ 1v , …, Kv }: kib , =P ( nx = Kv | nq = is ), 

the probability to observe Kv  if the current state is nq = is . The numbers 

kib ,  can be collected in matrix B . 

− For continuous valued observations, nO ∈ DR : a set of functions 

)( ni Ob =p( nO | nq = is ) describing the probability densities (probability 

density functions, PDFs) over the observation space for the system being in 

state is . Collected in vector )(OB  of function, emission PDFs are often 

parameterized, e.g., by mixture of Gaussians.  

The operation of HMM is characterized by: 

−  The hidden state sequence Q = { ,1q 2q , …, Nq }, where Nq ∈S. 

−  The observation sequence O = { 1O , 2O , …, TO }, where T  is the number of 

observations in the sequence. 

3.4.4.4 HMM Model  

As Rabiners mentioned [16], three basic problems are encountered when working on 

HMM to process different models, which are summarized as follows: 
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Problem 1: Estimating the probability of the observation sequence given the model                               

parameters )|( ΘOP . 

 Classification problem: this means that given the model parameters and the 

observation sequence, it is required to compute the probability that the 

observed sequence was produced by the model. This problem can be solved 

using the Forward-Backward algorithm. 

Problem 2: Update the model parameters Θ  that will maximize the likelihood of the 

observation sequence. 

 Training problem: this means that given the observation sequence it is required 

to optimally adjust the model parameters in order to best describe the 

observation sequence. This problem can be solved using the Baum-Welch 

algorithm  

Problem 3: Given the model parameters Θ  and the observation sequence O , estimate the 

corresponding state sequence Q= 1q , 2q , …, Tq . 

 Annotation problem: given the model parameters and the observation 

sequence, it is required to find the most likely states for time t. This problem 

can be solved using the Viterbi algorithm.  

The solutions to the above problems are explained briefly below: 

Solution to problem 1: calculation of the )|( ΘOP  is based on the following 

equation. 

∑ ΘΘ=Θ
AllQ

QPQOPOP )|(),|()|(                                    (3.58) 

= ∑ −

T

TTT

qqq

Tqqqqqqqq ObaObaOb
,...,,

21

21

122111
)()...()(π                               (3.59) 

Calculations of the )|( ΘOP using the above direct method is unpractical as it 

requires 2T. T
N calculations and even for small number of states the calculations required 
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will be huge [38]. To avoid this difficulty the forward-backward procedure will be used in 

which the forward variable )(itα  is defined as: 

)|,...()( 21 Θ== ittt SqOOOPiα                                       (3.60) 

The probability of the partial observation sequence O up to time t, and state iS  at 

time t, given the model parameter Θ can be solved in three steps: 

1_ Initialization. This shows the joint probability between the state jS  and the initial 

observation 1O .  

)()( 11 Obi iiπα =   Ni ≤≤1                                            (3.61) 

2_ Induction.  

)()()( 1

1

1 +
=

+ 







= ∑ tj

N

i

ijtt Obaij αα   11 −≤≤ Tt , Nj ≤≤1                     (3.62) 

The product of )(itα ija  is the probability of the joint event that 1O , 2O , … tO  are 

observed where the state at time t is iS , and state jS  is the state at time t+1 which, once 

known, will be easy to see that )(1 jt+α  can be accounted for observations 1+tO  in state j by 

multiplying the summation quantity by )( 1+tj Ob . 

3_ Termination. If )|,...()( 21 Θ== iTTT SqOOOPiα , the desired value )|( ΘOP  is the 

summation of )(iTα over all the values Ni ≤≤1 . 

∑
=

=Θ
N

i

T iOP
1

)()|( α                                               (3.63) 

In the same way, the backward variable )(itβ  can be defined as 

),|...()( 21 Θ== ++ itTttt SqOOOPiβ                                  (3.64) 
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The probability of the partial observation sequence O from time t+1 to the end, 

given state iS  at time t, given the model parameter Θ , )(itβ can be solved in two steps: 

1_ Initialization. It defines )(itβ  arbitrarily to be 1 for all values of i. 

1)( =iTβ     Nj ≤≤1                                               (3.65) 

2_ Induction. This recursion is backwards, starting from T down to 1. 

∑
=

++=
N

j

ttjijt jObai
1

11 )()()( ββ   t=T-1, T-2, …,1   Ni ≤≤1                    (3.66) 

Being in state iS  at time t, and to account for the observation sequence from time 

t+1 and over, it is imperative to account for the transition ija together with the observation 

sequence 1+tO  in state jS  (which is )( 1+tj Oβ ) and then account for the rest of the 

observation sequence from state j ( which is now )(1 jt+β ).   

The solution to problem 2 is the most difficult problem of the HMM which requires 

updating the parameters of the model (π , A, B) by using the iterative procedure of Baum-

Welch algorithm to maximize the value of )|( ΘOP , as there is no guarantee for global 

convergence that the assumption is a local maximization. The variable )(itγ  will be defined 

as the probability of being in state iS  given the model observation sequence O and model 

parameters Θ : 

),|()( Θ== OSqPi ittγ                                             (3.67) 

This equation can be rewritten based on the forward-backward algorithm: 

)|(

)()(
)(

Θ
=

OP

ii
i tt

t

βα
γ =

∑
=

N

i
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tt

ii

ii

1

)()(

)()(

βα

βα
                                   (3.68) 

where )(itα  represents the probability for the observation sequence 1O , 2O , … tO  

where the state at time t is iS , and )(itβ  represents the remainder probability for the 
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observation sequence 1+tO , 2+tO , … TO  and state iS  at time T. The normalization factor 

)|( ΘOP =∑ =

N

i tt ii
1

)()( βα makes )(itγ  a probability measure such that: 

∑
=

=
N

i

t i
1

1)(γ                                              (3.69) 

In solving problem 2, which implies updating the HMM parameters, there is a need 

for the following parameter: 

),|,(),( 1 Θ=== + OSqSqPji jtittξ                               (3.70) 

where iS  the state at time t, and jS  the state at time t+1. 

From the forward-backward algorithm: 

)|(

)()()(
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Θ
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jObai
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ttjijt
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ξ                                     (3.71) 
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Hence we can relate )(itγ  to ),( jitξ by summing over j: 

∑
=

=
N

j

tt jii
1

),()( ξγ                                                    (3.73) 

 
Baum-Welch algorithm is the way used to calculate the values of α , β , γ , and ξ  

followed by updating the value of Θ . 

Using the variables γ  and ξ , the HMM parameters will be updated as follow: 

1exp
^

+= ttimeatSstatestateinfrequencyected iπ   

  = )(1 iγ                                                                                           (3.74) 
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For problem 3; pattern recognition applications is a useful technique to associate an 

“optimal” sequence of states to a sequence of observations, given the parameters of a model. 

For instance, in the case of speech recognition, knowing which frames of features “belong” 

to which state allows the word boundaries across time to be located. This is called alignment 

of acoustic feature sequences. A “reasonable” optimality criterion consists of choosing the 

state sequence (or path) that has the maximum likelihood with respect to a given model. 

This sequence can be determined recursively via the Viterbi algorithm. This function 

calculates the sequence of the most probable states given the HMM and the sequence 

monitored S. Once all HMM model parameters WΘ are trained for classes w=1,…,W to 

classify the unknown observation X, then WP =P(X| WΘ ), is then calculated for all the WΘ . 

The most applicable method to find the best path that maximizes ),|( ΘOQP  which is 

equivalent to maximize )|,( ΘOQP  by using the Viterbi algorithm technique, defined by: 

]|...,...[max)( 2121
,...,, 121

Θ==
−

tt
qqq

t OOOiqqqPi
t

δ                            (3.77) 
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in which )(itδ  is the highest probability along the selected path at time t. By 

induction: 

)(.)(max)( 11 ++ = tjijt
j

t Obaij δδ                                         (3.78) 

Maximizing the last equation will provide the state sequence for each value of t  and  

j. Finding the best state sequence is based on the following steps: 

1_ Initialization.  

)()( 11 Obi iiπδ = ,  Ni ≤≤1                                         (3.79) 

0)(1 =iψ                                                        (3.80) 

2_ Recursion 

)(])([max)( 1
1

tjijt
Ni

t Obaij −
≤≤

= δδ ,   Tt ≤≤2 , Nj ≤≤1                      (3.81) 

][maxarg)( 1
1

ijt
Ni

t aj −
≤≤

= δψ , Tt ≤≤2 , Nj ≤≤1                                (3.82) 

3_ Termination. 

)]([max
1

*
iP T

Ni
δ

≤≤
=                                                     (3.83) 

)]([maxarg
1

*
iq T

Ni
T δ

≤≤

=                                                   (3.84) 

4_ Path backtracking 

)( *

11

*

++= ttt qq ψ ,    1,...,2,1 −−= TTt .                       (3.85) 

3.5 HYBRID PATTERN RECOGNITION MODELS 

The creation of hybrid intelligent systems has come about as a way to solve the 

complex and amount of data especially in the biological field that, unlike physical science, 

has the problem of inherent uncertainty. Due to these limitations, the integration of learning 

and adaptation intelligent systems has become mandatory to overcome the weakness of 
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individual systems and to increase their reliability.   The success of some integrated systems 

in a particular field does not mean it is the best for all applications.  

The integration of hybrid intelligent systems can be classified into four categories 

[30]. First are stand-alone systems, which consist of many systems that do not interact 

between each other in any way. These systems have the advantage of being simple, and they 

can give an initial quick prototype. However, the weakness of one system can not be 

supported by the other, and the consumption time is more. Secondly are the 

transformational hybrid systems which are systems that consist of two or more systems 

working in one direction; if the process starts in one system it will end with another system. 

They are quick and require less maintenance, but these systems are application-oriented 

thereby limiting their usage. Third are the hierarchical hybrid systems, in which many 

systems interact together side-by-side to solve the problem in a hierarchical architecture, but 

any weakness in one layer will weaken the entire system. Finally are the integrated hybrid 

systems, in which many techniques are combined together to work as one system which 

processes the data and represents the knowledge. These systems provide solutions to a wide-

range of complicated problems through their learning, adaptation, generalization, and 

justification abilities. Limiting the complexity of these systems is a challenging task which 

can broaden their applications. 

The systems presented in this thesis are the GMM-HMM system, the ANN-HMM 

system, and the polynomial-HMM system. All of these systems are integrated hybrid 

systems. The HMM has been combined with all mentioned systems based on its excellence 

in modeling a time-ordered sequence of input, as the Viterbi decoder is used to solve the 

sequential classification problems, which is the situation in the basecalling task. 

3.5.1 Combining GMMs and HMMs 

GMM and HMM combination is a well-known classifier in many applications and 

especially so in speech recognition. GMM is used to model the input by calculating the PDF 

for the input with different parameters for each class. The Gaussian parameters are: number 

of mixtures M, weight factors, mean vectors, and covariance matrix. The distribution of the 

Gaussian mixture is the sum of scaled Gaussian density functions with different means and 

covariance matrices such that the sum of the weights is equal to 1. The GMM modeling of 
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the PDF of any function was shown in equation (3.10). Before combining GMM and HMM 

to classify the input, the GMM should be trained separately with appropriate set of training 

data in order to update the parameters of the GMM to maximum performance. As explained 

before, EM algorithm is used to train GMM in an attempt to adapt the parameters jmc , jmµ , 

and jmΣ for each component m  and class j using equations (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13) to 

maximize the log-likelihood function. 

 To combine GMM and HMM, the parameters of the GMM will be used to model 

the observation probabilities as GMM PDF’s. The observation vector ][tO  is assumed to be 

emitted from the model at time t , each state in the model has an emission density function 

ib (O) which is independent of time or any previous state emission. Mixtures of Gaussians 

can be used to model probability density emission in HMMs. In this way DNA sequence 

signal features with complex probability density functions may be modeled.  

To train these models the EM algorithm is used. In each iteration of the EM, the 

parameters of every mixture in the Gaussian for each state of the HMM 

(emission/observation parameters) have to be estimated, along with the rest of the 

parameters of the HMM, which include the transition matrix and the prior probabilities. The 

assumption is that the emission density of each state is a mixture of M Gaussians, where M 

is the same for all states. In other words: to calculate the HMM model for a given class, we 

need a lot of samples from this class. The characteristics for each sample are then extracted 

and stored in a parameter vector sequence tO .  

∑
=

=
M

m

jmjmjmj UONcOb
1

),,()( µ                                            (3.86) 

Forward-backward procedure and the Baum-Welch algorithm, will update the model 

transition probability and observation probability by updating the GMM parameters 

estimation of means and variances using the parameters of the HMM, γ  and ξ  that was 

estimated using equations (3.68) and (3.72) so as to maximize the model’s log-likelihood 

average estimation: 

)(1 iγπ =
−

                                                     (3.87) 
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Based on the above re-estimation of the GMM parameters, the value of γ  will be 

updated as follows: 
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The GMM-HMM combination has a disadvantage that during the adaptation of the 

observation and transition probability there is a chance to stick in a local minimum which 

prevent the system from achieving the optimal classification. 

3.5.2 Combining ANNs and HMMs 

The combination between ANN and HMM is called the hidden neural network 

(HNN). This combination provides a powerful hybrid system in modeling a sequence of 

data. ANNs are strong in classic classification and function approximation but they are weak 
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in modeling a dynamic sequence of data that is changing with time. This weakness can be 

compensated by combining ANN with HMM where the HMM is strong in time-domain 

modeling for a sequence of data. The HMM is weak in modeling complex patterns where the 

sequence of feature involves more than the first-order dependency between the observation 

data [31]. Based on the above, combining both systems can provide a very powerful hybrid 

system to be used in the basecalling task. 

In the HNN hybrid system the emission probabilities used in the HMM system will 

be taken from the output of the ANN which will be used to estimate these probabilities 

using softmax transfer function in the output layer. Some of the probabilities in the output 

layer will sum to 1, while the HMM will be used to model the sequence of the basecalling 

data using the left-to-right technique and the Viterbi algorithm. Both systems will be trained 

simultaneously together where the Baum-Welch algorithm will call the backpropagation 

algorithm to update the parameters of the HNN system one at a time.  

The output layer of the ANN will have length of N  which is the number of states in 

the HMM system. Each output component will represent the probability of one of the 

feature vectors O  as the input to the ANN.  Based on the above, equation (3.83) will be 

modified to suite the new combination, which can be represented as: 

                                                         jj yOb =)(                                                             (3.94) 

3.5.3 Combining Polynomial Classifiers and HMMs 

Combining ANNs with HMMs has been widely used in pattern recognition 

applications due to the efficiency of using ANN to estimate the emission probabilities of the 

HMM model [20]. Combining a Polynomial classifier with an HMM has been applied in 

speech recognition and has resulted in promising advantages over other hybrid systems. 

Despite this, few researches have integrated Polynomial with HMM. One reason is that the 

prior probability of the classes should be taken into account in the Polynomial classifier, 

while the Viterbi decoder accounts only the maximum likelihood for each class. This 

problem can be avoided by estimating the emission probabilities of the HMM using the 

Polynomial classifier with a vector of features weighted by the inverse prior probability (as 

discussed before in section 3.4.3). 
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 From equation (3.44) the class characteristics from the input of feature vector 1x , 

…, nx  can be extracted. To build the hybrid Polynomial/HMM system an optimum Bayes 

method will be used. This is done by calculating )|( 1 j

n
wxp  where jw  is the class label. This 

probability can be expressed as a sum over all HMM state sequences, by assuming that 

emission probability depends only on the current state [32]: 
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Since the probability of a state sequence is small compared to the probability of the 

observation, the term )|( 1 j

n
wqp  can be neglected. 

Using this relation: 
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to find the membership function, the term ∏ =

n

i ixp
1

)(  will be neglected since it is 

independent of jw : 
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The purpose of the HMM model is to define a posteriori probability )|( xwp  for 

every input x  and class w . All the model parameters can thus be optimized using this 

membership function: 
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                                                  ∑−=
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This criterion is known as the Conditional Maximum Likelihood (CML). From 

equation (3.98), the logarithm of the membership function is: 
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If the scaled a posteriori is near to 1, a Taylor series can be used to approximate 

)log(x  around 1=x  to 1−x , thus the logarithm of the membership function can be 

approximated to: 
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After all the above approximations, the final membership function can be 

approximated by neglecting the value 1− as a constant value does not affect the classification 

decision: 
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For optimization Bayes recognition with equal classes is expressed as:  

                                                 ),(maxarg 1

* jxdj n

j

=                                                  (3.105) 

Training the Polynomial/HMM network required reducing the mean-square error, 

which can be done by defining iM  as a matrix for the polynomial expansion of class 'i s 

extracted from equation (3.44) [20]: 

                          [ ]t
Niiii i

xfxfxfM )(...)()( ,2,1,=                                   (3.106) 

Where iN  is the number of training vector for class i , and classesN  is the number of 

classes: 
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The training problem to be solved, as explained in equation (3.47), is: 

                                    
2

* minarg i
A

i yMAA −=                                             (3.108) 

Solving the above equation results in the a posteriori probability. This can be done 

by combining equations (3.102) and (3.105) that give: 
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Define 1 to be the vector of all ones, eq.(3.106) can be rearranged to: 
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Define j

t

jj MMR = , and 1tiMm = , eq.(3.107) will be: 
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These derivations separate the problem and provide a straightforward method to 

calculate optm

iA  by inverting matrix jR  that represents the main bulky computational 

complexity.  

In the recognition stage, the feature vector x  is expanded to its polynomial )(xp  

and presented to all models C  in order to calculate the score is . The class C  to which the 

vector x  belongs to results in the maximum score [20]: 

                                           i
i

sc maxarg=                                                        (3.113) 
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Where: 

                                          )(xpAs
optm

ii =                                                        (3.114) 

3.6 SUMMARY 

In this chapter, the basics of the pattern recognition systems that will be used in this 

thesis have been represented, which include GMM, ANN, Polynomial classifier, and HMM. 

The chapter is divided into two main parts; in the first part, a brief discussion about the 

basics of each intelligent system is introduced separately including an introduction about the 

GMM, ANN, Polynomial classifier, and HMM. The structure of these systems is outlined, as 

well as describing the main training algorithm systems, the Gradient Descent and EM 

systems and comparing the strengths and weaknesses of each system. 

In the second part of the chapter, the integration of these intelligent systems has 

been discussed due to the complexity of some recently generated data, especially from the 

bioinformatics science, to try to overcome the weaknesses and limitations of individual 

systems. The three mostly popular hybrid integrated systems have been discussed; GMM-

HMM hybrid system, ANN-HMM hybrid system, and the Polynomial-HMM hybrid system. 

The GMM, ANN, and Polynomial systems are strong in classic classification and function 

approximation but they are weak in  modeling a dynamic sequence of data that is changing 

with time. This can be compensated by combining them with HMM where the HMM is 

strong in time-domain modeling for a sequence of data, but weak in modeling complex 

patterns where the sequence of feature involves more than the first-order dependency 

between the observation data. 
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CHAPTER 4 

COMBINING SIGNAL PROCESSING AND PATTERN RECOGNITION 

MODELS TO SOLVE DNA SEQUENCING PROBLEM 

 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 

After the required intelligent systems were developed, they become the basic tools 

that will be used in defining the basecalling process as a probabilistic model. This with taking 

into consideration the purpose of the basecaller algorithm which aims to represent the DNA 

sequence signal by the letters {A, T, C, G} which refers to the bases of the DNA. Signal 

processing and hybrid intelligent systems topology will be combined to overcome all 

difficulties within the raw data signal. As mentioned before, the basecalling process is similar 

to speech recognition in which the task is to find the most likely sequence of words W
)
 given 

an acoustic input signal X : 

                                               )|(maxarg XWPW
W ω∈

=
)

                                                     (4.1) 

where { }nxxxX L,, 21=  is the sequence of acoustic vectors (or extracted 

feature vectors), and we want to find W
)
 out of all word sequences databases w  that 

maximizes )|( XWP . To compare this with basecalling process, the DNA sequence 

represents an i.i.d finite sequence is , where Bi ≤≤1 , and { }GCTAB ,,,∈ . The 

assumption here is the finite length discrete-time raw signal e[t], Tt ≤≤1  produced by the 

electropherogram process is emitted from the DNA sequence is  under a probabilistic 

model. Given that model, the basecaller needs to estimate the most likely base B̂ , and 

sequence iŝ  of signal which should be applicable to the following maximization problem 

[11]: 

                                         ])[|,,(maxarg)ˆ,ˆ(
1,,

tesBPsB i
BisB

i

i ≤≤

=                                                (4.2) 

A serious issue directly associated with this problem is the size of the discrete search 

space: a typical output of the equipment will correspond to about 1000 bases, creating on the 

order of 10004  possible combinations of letters. One solution is to calculate the likelihood, 
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Figure 4.1: Raw data signal generated from the sequencing machine 

but this is computationally expensive as a general case for large models or long sequences. 

Another solution is to define a cost function for the predicted and actual sequences and try 

to minimize the MSE as much as possible [11]. 

Solving the DNA basecalling problem requires a combination of signal processing 

and intelligent systems. The suggested hybrid intelligent systems as explained in section 3.5, 

to be used here are: GMM-HMM system, ANN-HMM system, and Polynomial-HMM 

system. However, due to the shortage of target data that is required to train ANN-HMM and 

Polynomial-HMM systems, only GMM-HMM will be used in this thesis. 

4.2 SIGNAL PROCESSING 

As explained in section 2.4.1, the goal of the signal processing steps is to condition 

the output raw data signal from the sequencing machine for the decision maker system or 

the intelligent system that will do the basecalling task. These procedures are necessary to 

recover the imperfections in the chemistry or instrumentation. Data processing steps vary 

from one sequencing machine to another, but the main features are the same, and they are 

necessary for any successful basecalling [44].  
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An ideal DNA sequence consists of evenly spaced, non-overlapping peaks, each 

corresponding to the labeled fragments that are terminated at a particular base in the 

sequenced strand. Real traces generated from the sequencing machines deviate from this 

ideal sequence suffering from a lot of noises, peak overlapping, baseline mismatch, …etc. All 

mentioned errors in the generated signal can be recovered by the sequencing machine 

carrying the experiment, however, the resulting signal still have many errors that needs 

additional processing operations before entering it in to the basecalling algorithm in order to 

convert the DNA sequence into letters, see figure 4.1, Gilchrist [49] searches for the signal 

conditioning especially in the mobility shift correction by maximizing the area under the 

envelope of the DNA signal and the next signal envelope using simulated annealing.. 

Noise filtration, offset removal, and mobility shift correction will be carried out in 

this thesis, while for the other processing steps the sequencing machine will do the 

correction as they depend on some chemical factors except for the mobility shift. The out 

come from the sequencing machine still suffers from poor shifting correction which requires 

additional developed algorithm to recover these shifts.  

4.2.1 Noise Filtration 

As previously discussed, a white Gaussian noise from multiple sources will combine 

with the raw data signal while carrying the DNA sequencing experiment. The general 

method to attenuate this noise is to apply a band-pass filter that removes all noises in the low 

and high ranges of frequencies. However, implementation of this filter will remove some 

part of the original DNA signal which may contain valuable information about the signal or  

its features. Another method is to apply Fourier techniques to denoise the signal, but these 

techniques imply two disadvantages. First, applying Fourier techniques requires using 

periodic and stationary sinusoidal signals which is not the case in DNA signals which are 

non-stationary and non-periodic signals. Second, these techniques can not separate the noise 

from the signal when there is an overlapping in the spectral domain; thereby prohibiting the 

use of the Fourier techniques. A solution to this problem is by using the wavelet 

transformation that can characterize any signal in spatial and frequency domain. 

The goal behind using the wavelet to denoise the signal is based on filtering the areas 

affected by noise and leaving the unaffected areas. This can be done by filtering the noise 
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coefficients which have the highest amplitude using a threshold to remove the noise 

coefficients and not affecting the signal coefficients. Wavelet basics are explained briefly in 

this thesis along with the discrete wavelet packet decomposition which will be applied as a 

denoising algorithm for the DNA sequence signals. 

4.2.1.1 Discrete Wavelet Packet 

In discrete wavelet transformation the signal is passed through two complementary 

filters, the low and high frequency pass filters, which are called the analysis filters. They 

produce two signals as a result of down-sampling process, which are the detail and 

approximation of the signal. The approximations are the high scale and low frequency 

components, and the details are the low scale and high frequency components, see figure 4.2 

below. 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The process above depends on a pyramidal algorithm, a well known procedure in 

basecalling that uses quadrature mirror filters which have impulse responses related to each 

other by: 

                                       ][)1(]1[ nhnLg n−=−−                                                (4.1) 

Where ][ng  is the low-pass filter, ][nh  is the high-pass filter, and L  is the level of 

decomposition. The two filters operation and down-sampling can be expressed as: 

Figure 4.2: Discrete wavelet transformation of 3 levels [33] 
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                                     ∑ +−⋅=
n

high kngnxy ]2[][                                              (4.2) 

                                      ∑ +−⋅=
n

low knhnxy ]2[][                                              (4.3) 

Filtering the noise depends on the fact that the noise coefficients are distributed into 

all the wavelet coefficients, unlike the signal coefficients which are distributed in a few high 

amplitude coefficients. By applying a threshold, low amplitude coefficients that include the 

noise coefficients can be neglected leaving the high amplitude signal coefficients. This 

threshold can be represented as: 

                                             )log(2 NT σ=                                                      (4.4) 

Where T  is the selected threshold, σ  is the noise standard deviation, and N  is the 

number of filter or signal samples. The above threshold is called Universal Threshold 

because it was the first proposed threshold, providing an easy, fast and automatic 

thresholding. This threshold will remove all wavelet coefficients that are less than the 

expected maximum of the assumed identical independent distribution (i.i.d) of normal noise 

sequence of given size [34].  

After removing the noise, the signal can be reconstructed by applying the synthesis 

filters that reverse the same steps of the decomposition process, replacing the down-

sampling with the up-sampling: 

                ∑
∞

−∞=

+−⋅++−⋅=
k

lowhigh knhkykngkynx ])2[][(])2[][(][                       (4.5) 

4.2.2 Baseline Correction 

During the DNA sequencing experiment, some parameters of the signal may 

gradually change due to the effect of time which is called trending. Temperature influences 

along with other interferences may also cause a drift of the baseline away from its original 

base level. As a general note, the mean has the major affect over all experiment durations 

that continue for about 120 minutes.  
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Figure 4.3: Raw data signal after noise filtration and baseline correction 
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Detrending is the process that is used to remove the effect of trending, and several 

ways can be used to correct the baseline, and the easiest way is removing the mean by 

subtracting the least-squares-fit straight line from the data, this process is simple and 

convenient to breakdown the variance. The raw data signal after noise filtration and baseline 

correction is shown in figure 4.3.  

 

4.2.3 Mobility Shift Correction 

As previously discussed in section 2.4.1, a mobility shift problem happens when the 

arrival of the fragments at the detector point is deviated from the expected time, this can 

happen due to many reasons including two major effects. The first is due to the fact that 

short fragments will move faster than the long fragments and any small deviation in its speed 

(especially at the beginning of the run) will affect its arrival time. The second reason is due to 

the different sizes of the attached fluorescent tags on the molecules; the sizes of the tags 

affect the mobility of the DNA molecules through the gel [43]. Different bases carrying 

different fluorescent tags will move differently and will not arrive in the correct sequence as 

the arrival time does not only depend on the length of the fragment, but also on the size of 
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the attached tags. Because of those reasons an offset will results in one or more of the raw 

data channel with respect to others.  

Correction operation is performed to recover this shift besides recovering the 

widening peaks at the end of the run due to the bigger size of the fragments, this results in a 

uniform peaks spacing during the complete run of the fragments. The sequencing machine 

will recover any mobility shift that happens due to the size of the fragments, but the shifts 

that happen because of any other reasons during fragments running through the 

electrophoresis gel should be recovered by an external algorithm that can adjust the arrival 

time of the peaks. 

Let it  be the time of the peaks in a specific lane of length n , where [ ]ni tttt ,...,, 32= , 

and lane { }CTAGli ,,,= , define the space between the peaks as 1−−= iii ttd , then 

( )T

ndddD ,...,, 32=  is the matrix for the spaces between the peaks in a sequence of length 

n . Assume that it̂  is the expected location of the thi −  peak, then the mobility shift 

correction needed for lane il  will be iii tt −= ˆδ̂ , where the expected peak location is 

calculated from the reference space between the peaks that equal the time duration of the 

experiment over the number of the peaks. The total mobility shift correction for all lanes will 

be the difference between the expected and the real location of the peaks: 

]ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ[ˆ
CTAGS δδδδ=  where ∑

=

=
n

i

iG

2

1,
ˆˆ δδ , ∑

=

=
n

i

iA

2

2,
ˆˆ δδ , ∑

=

=
n

i

iT

2

3,
ˆˆ δδ , ∑

=

=
n

i

iC

2

4,
ˆˆ δδ  and G, A, 

T, and C are located in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th lanes respectively. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 below 

shows the peaks of the raw data signal before and after shifting. 
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Figure 4.4: Raw data peaks before shifting 
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Figure 4.5: Raw data peaks after shifting 
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4.3 FEATURES EXTRACTION 

Features extraction is the process of extracting the functions or ‘features’ of the 

input data which can characterize the original signal with the highest accuracy under the 

nominated classification system. These features which have a peculiar probability 

distribution will be used to train the classifiers. The features that can be used to model any 

peak are the height and width; they are considered key features to represent any peak. The 

height represents the amplitude of the peak and it is a measure of the strength of the signal. 

Peak width is measured from the 3-dB loss from the top of the peak and it represents half 

the power of the signal. DNA bases should have a height and width within a considerable 

value to be recognized as typical peaks. See figure 4.6. 

 

The height of the peak is the top point in the peak where the slope of the derivation 

is equal to zero, during deciding on the top of the peaks some threshold is needed in order 

not to pick any fluctuation in the signal as a peak especially if surrounded by positive and 

negative slopes. The derivative slope should go through a sufficient number of points that 

refer to the rising left side of the peak, and should be followed also by a sufficient number of 

negative points that refer to the falling right side of the peak.   
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Figure 4.6: DNA bases features. The height and width extracted for each peak  
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Figure 4.7: Mutated raw data peak 

 
Figure 4.8: HMM topology to 

model DNA bases transitions [11] 

As shown in figure 4.7, the 

rising left side of the peak is not 

perfect (the slope is not positively 

decreasing). Thus, this fluctuation 

should not be picked as a peak. By 

using a proper threshold during 

picking peaks assignments, this kind 

of problem can be avoided. 

The peak height and width are 

the weights that will determine 

whether the peak is a real DNA base 

or just a noise, especially in the case of overlapping peaks where the height and weight are 

precious values to determine the real peak using the intelligence systems.  

4.4 HMM TOPOLOGY 

In section 4.1, the similarity between the DNA sequence and speech recognition has 

been presented by showing that basecalling task can be treated as a pattern recognition 

problem where it is required to translate the resulted signal from the electropherogram 

process into a sequence of words {A, T, C, G} using the Markov model shown in figure 4.8 

below. The transition between the bases has equal probabilities evaluated to 25%. 

To implement the HMM model for the DNA 

sequence, the bases should be represented by the 

observation signal in which each base is represented by 

a Gaussian peak weighted by the width and height, this 

base model is shown in figure 4.9 below. The states 

represented by this model involve three steps: the rising 

of the peaks, the width (left side), and the top, then the 

states will go back from the top, to the width (right 

side), and then to the falling, this means that the initial 

rising and last falling will be given one state, the left-

width and right-width will be given another state, and 
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top of peak will be given the third state. 

One of the GMM disadvantages is 

that it can not take into account any time 

information during the modeling, which 

means that the features are evaluated 

statistically where in DNA basecalling the 

time information is a high priority which makes the GMM-HMM useful in these situations.  

The HMM model shown in figure 4.9 represents a second order HMM in which the 

transition probability depends on the current state together with the previous state. This 

combination will make the HMM model more accurate but at the expense of complexity. 

The final HMM structure can be achieved by combining figure 4.8 and figure 4.9, this 

combination will create a 12 states model shown in figure 4.10 below. As the second order 

HMM can not be implemented with Viterbi algorithm, the model shown in figure 4.10 

should be simplified to the first order model shown in figure 4.11. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.9:  Markov model representing states 
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Viterbi algorithm will be used to draw the path through the HMM topology for the 

highest probability feature, the features are then grouped according to the states they pass 

through in the path and the transitions between the states are counted. This information will 

be used through the EM training that will iterate until these parameters are optimized. 

4.5 RESULTS EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 

GMM-HMM hybrid system is the best recommended combination chosen between 

the other suggested systems, namely ANN-HMM and Polynomial-HMM, as it does not need 

labeled electropherogram data as targets in order to update its parameters, it only needs a 

considerable amount of training data which have all the possible combinations between the 

electropherogram signals. The GMM-HMM system is trained with 5000 bases made 

available by the Advanced Biotechnology Centre (ABC).  

G 
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C 

Figure 4.11: Simplified HMM model 
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ABC centre is engaged in providing fast and reliable molecular analysis services in 

Dubai, United Arab Emirates, that aim to provide high quality service able to cater to 

different areas of healthcare, agriculture, food and environmental sectors using advanced 

molecular techniques including real time PCR, automated DNA sequencers, DNA/RNA 

prepstation and superior thermal cyclers [36].  

In order to evaluate the performance of the GMM-HMM combination, a data set of 

600 bases long was used for testing using this proposal and the results were compared with 

the output of the ABI machine and with PHRED. Because of the shortage of benchmark 

data for evaluation, only an experienced person can judge the results achieved by both 

systems and evaluate the performance. This person is Dr. Sanjeet the Executive Director of 

the Advanced Biotechnology Centre.  

The performance evaluation depends on the number of error results through the 

testing, these errors can be categorized using the following types:  

� Insertion; this error happens when a basecaller inserts bases that not exist in 

the real sequence,  

� Deletion; this error is the opposite of the insertion type, the basecaller will 

delete bases that exist in the real sequence,  

� Substitution; this happens when the basecaller replaces one real base with 

another.        

4.5.1 Evaluation Results  

As mentioned previously, due to the shortage of labeled electropherogram data 

which are necessary to train intelligent systems such as ANN and Polynomial classifiers, this 

research uses a GMM-HMM combination. During the training process a total of 20 states 

were used to recover all the combinations between the signals. The number of Gaussian 

mixtures is selected to achieve the highest classification performance, after many numbers of 

trials it is founded that Gaussian mixture of 5 components can attain a high performance 

with diagonal covariance Gaussian PDF, this type ignores the correlation between each 

Gaussian mixture components which insures best picking for the statistical properties of the 
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data to be modeled. Additionally, it needs less training data and it is faster in convergence 

compared to the full covariance Gaussian PDF. A drawback is the need for more Gaussian 

mixture components.  

PHRED is a basecalling program developed by Drs. Phil Green and Brent Ewing 

from Washington University and become widely used for academic and commercial DNA 

sequencing laboratories because of its high accuracy compared to the ABI software [39-40], 

this forced ABI to improve their base calling software, and eventually incorporated base-

specific quality scores similar to PHRED scores into their "KB" base caller [37].   

The results of the experiments shown in Figure 4.12 and figure 4.13 compares the 

errors achieved from GMM-HMM basecaller with ABI machine basecaller and PHRED 

basecaller. GMM-HMM basecaller had a significant number of insertion errors, a low 

number of substitution errors, and a medium number of deletion errors. While ABI software 

made many deletion errors and low number substitution and insertion errors.  

The ABI software made less total error, GMM-HMM come in the second rank, 

while PHRED made the largest number of detection errors. This is due to the fact that ABI 

software is heavily optimized and uses the latest advanced algorithm that is called KB 

basecaller v1.4, while GMM-HMM system is just a quick implementation with MatLAB 

scripts. These figures are enough evidence for the validity of this proposal. 
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Figure 4.12: The results of comparing ABI software with GMM-HMM basecaller  
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Figure 4.13: The results of comparing PHRED with GMM-HMM basecaller  
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As shown in the results, the error percentages between the systems are asymptotic. 

The ABI machine made 2.4%, GMM-HMM made 3.5%, and PHRED percentage is 4.3%. 

Despite the fact that ABI machine showed better results compared to the GMM-HMM 

algorithm, the error percentage of the GMM-HMM algorithm is commonly accepted in the 

sequencing community for being the lowest in the average basecalling error rate which 

ranges between 3.5% – 6.0%.    

The comparison of the results between the GMM-HMM and ABI machine shows 

that GMM-HMM achieved good results in the deletion errors compared to the ABI machine 

that made the highest number of errors, and an asymptotic results in the substitution errors 

between both systems, but the major number of error happens in the insertion type; the 

analysis shows that two reasons causes these errors, the first is due to the repeated bases of 

the same type, ex. four or five T’s, one or two A’s were inserted by GMM-HMM basecaller 

because of difference in the transition statistics of TT compared to, say, TG. The second 

reason for errors happens when two bases are above each other; in this case the ABI 

software picks the highest amplitude, while the GMM-HMM assigns a new state for this 

combination.  

While comparing results between GMM-HMM algorithm and PHRED it is shown 

that PHRED achieved good results in the deletion and substitution errors compared to 

GMM-HMM, but it made many deletion errors especially at the end of the run trace as the 

bases amplitude is low and the width is higher, this causes many bases to be assigned by N’s 

because PHRED could not read them since the algorithm works by predicting the location 

of the ideal peaks through the whole run and compares it with the observed peaks to 

generate the actual bases, at the end of the run the spacing between the peaks are not 

identical and do not match the actual and predicted peak locations because PHRED loses 

synchronization [41], while GMM-HMM was capable of assigning  all the bases at the 

beginning and the end easily after the proper assignment of height and width features to 

these bases. 

It was also noticed that the most errors made by ABI machine and PHRED were at 

the beginning and end of the read, as the bases height and width is away from the perfect 

peaks.   
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Another major advantage of using GMM-HMM is the high accuracy, this was 

noticed during the analysis where the overlapping bases peaks were given a different states 

compared to the normal peaks, this is shown clearly when two peaks are above each other. 

This property can provide an easy way to detect the SNP, as discussed previously in section 

2.4.2, and is useful in detection of the mutated bases. Peaks overlapping of the same type 

and different amplitude were given different states which give the option to keep or delete 

these bases. 

4.5.2 Conclusion 

Formulating the DNA basecalling as a statistical pattern recognition problem is a 

promising field for research based on the similarity between DNA basecalling and speech 

recognition. Signal processing has a significant effect in increasing the error free read areas 

especially at the beginning and end of the run where most errors are made by other 

sequencing algorithms.  

Using ANN and Polynomial classifier as emission models was avoided because 

perfect electropherogram signal required to train these models can not be founded, this 

problem was compensated with features selection which was a good choice to facilitate the 

training of the GMM-HMM and achieve good results.  

When compared to the other state of the art basecalling systems, GMM-HMM 

presents many attractive properties. First, it shows a good performance at the beginning and 

end of the read. Second, less consumption time required for training, and low complexity of 

the HMM topology. Finally, the high accuracy of the GMM-HMM in detecting the 

overlapping peaks and many other characteristics can be used in other research areas 

including SNP detection. 

Experiment results show that the proposed statistical algorithm, GMM-HMM, can 

achieve basecalling results that match, and sometimes exceed, the commercially used 

software. In addition, based on its statistical characteristics, GMM-HMM provide confidence 

estimates, in the form of posterior probability, for the generated DNA bases that can be 

used for DNA mutation detections. 
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The revolution in the biology field required more and more work in the signal 

processing and statistics model to overcome the complexity of the biology data. This work is 

an example of the good results that can be achieved by combining the signal processing and 

artificial intelligence systems. 

4.6 SUMMARY 

 In this chapter signal processing and intelligent systems combination have been used 

to formulate the DNA basecalling as a pattern recognition problem. Noise filtration, baseline 

correction and mobility shift correction carried out in the signal processing part had a major 

effect in getting good results using the GMM-HMM recognizer. Despite the shortage of data 

that affects the usage of ANN and Polynomial classifiers, the results achieved by GMM-

HMM combination are promising, and the features selection of amplitude and width proved 

its efficiency. The usage of these systems is promising also in other fields like SNPs and 

DNA fingerprinting. 

In this thesis formulation for the importance of DNA basecalling in the 

bioinformatics field is introduced, an introduction to the bioinformatics science together 

with the basics of the DNA and the effect of DNA mutations are explained in chapter one. 

In chapter two DNA sequencing process along with the electrophoresis process are 

explained as the chemical principles behind the generation of the DNA signals. The 

intelligent systems that can be used to solve the DNA basecalling problem are introduced in 

chapter three, and finally the combination of signal processing and intelligent systems to 

solve the basecalling task is explained thoroughly in this chapter along with comparing 

GMM-HMM basecalling results with those obtained using the ABI software and the 

PHRED algorithm.  

As the field of biotechnology is advancing and the generated data is becoming more 

and more diverse and complicated, the need to have combined signal processing and pattern 

recognition systems will be more. This work is small step towards that direction.   
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